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U.S. House of Representatives 
Week of January 23, 2023 

The Majority Leader of the House of Representatives announces bills that will be considered 
under suspension of the rules in that chamber. Under suspension, floor debate is limited, all floor 
amendments are prohibited, points of order against the bill are waived, and final passage 
requires a two-thirds majority vote. 

At the request of the Majority Leader and the House Committee on the Budget, CBO estimates 
the effects of those bills on direct spending and revenues. CBO has limited time to review the 
legislation before consideration. Although it is possible in most cases to determine whether the 
legislation would affect direct spending or revenues, time may be insufficient to estimate the 
magnitude of those effects. If CBO has prepared estimates for similar or identical legislation, a 
more detailed assessment of budgetary effects, including effects on spending subject to 
appropriation, may be included. 



Effects on Direct Spending and Revenues of Legislation Considered Under Suspension of the Rules in the House of Representatives
Week of January 23, 2023

Bill Number Title
Effect on 

Direct 
Spending

Effect on 
Revenues

Additional Information on Direct 
Spending and Revenue Effects Link to Published Estimates Suspension Bill Text at 

docs.house.gov

H. Con. Res 7 Commending the bravery, courage, and resolve of the 
women and men of Iran demonstrating in more than 
133 cities and risking their safety to speak out against 
the Iranian regime's human rights abuses, as amended

None None https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/HCR7_SUS_xml%20-

%20Iran%20Protests.pdf

H.R. 159 To implement merit-based reforms to the civil service 
hiring system that replace degree-based hiring with 
skills- and competency-based hiring, and for other 
purposes, as amended

Increase by 
less than 
$500,000

None https://www.cbo.gov/publication/58721 https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/H159_SUS_xml.pdf

H.R. 255 To amend the Disaster Recovery Reform Act of 2018 
to develop a study regarding streamlining and 
consolidating information collection and preliminary 
damage assessments, and for other purposes

None None https://www.cbo.gov/publication/57143 https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/HR%20255_Federal
%20Disaster%20Assistance%20Co

ordination%20Actxml.pdf

H.R. 259 To provide for an online repository for certain 
reporting requirements for recipients of Federal 
disaster assistance, and for other purposes

None None https://www.cbo.gov/publication/58156 https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/HR%20259_%20Pos

t-
Disaster%20Assistance%20Online

%20Accountability%20Act.pdf

H.R. 290 To provide for transparent licensing of commercial 
remote sensing systems, and for other purposes

None None https://www.cbo.gov/publication/58159 https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/commercial_remote

_sensing_xml.pdf

H.R. 300 To amend chapter 3 of title 5, United States Code, to 
require the publication of settlement agreements, and 
for other purposes, as amended

Increase by 
less than 
$500,000

None https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/H300_SUS_xml.pdf

H.R. 342 To amend the Energy Policy Act of 2005 to require 
reporting relating to certain cost-share requirements, 
and for other purposes

None None https://www.cbo.gov/publication/58116 https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/COST_SHARING_AC

COUNTABILITY_xml.pdf

H.R. 346 To establish a task force on improvements for notices 
to air missions, and for other purposes, as amended

None None https://www.cbo.gov/publication/57123 https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/NOTAM%20HR%20
346%20Suspend%20and%20Pass

%205-
50pm%20update%20001_xml.pdf

H.R. 388 To amend title 40, United States Code, to eliminate the 
leasing authority of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, and for other purposes

None None https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/NORTON_012_xml.

pdf

H.R. 399 To clarify the primary functions and duties of the 
Office of Advocacy of the Small Business 
Administration, and for other purposes

None None https://www.cbo.gov/publication/58009 https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/Small%20Business%
20Advocacy%20Improvement%20

Act.pdf

H.R. 400 To amend the Small Business Investment Act of 1958 
to increase the amount that may be invested in small 
business investment companies

Increase by 
Less Than 

$500K

Reduce by 
Less Than 

$500K

Would increase net deficits by 
an Insignificant amount.

https://www.cbo.gov/publication/57866 https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/Investing%20in%20
Main%20Street%20Act%20UPDAT

E.pdf

H.R. 499 To amend the Small Business Act to increase 
transparency, and for other purposes

None None https://docs.house.gov/billsthiswe
ek/20230123/Microloan%20Trans
parency%20and%20Accountability

%20Act.pdf

Source: Congressional Budget Office
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